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Chronicles of crime welcome to redview

Game: Chronicles of Crime: Welcome to Redview Publisher: Lucky Duck Games Designer: David Cicurel, Ghislain Masson Year: 2018 Crime Chronicles was a huge hit for us last year, firmly cementing a place in our Top Ten 2018. The Crime Chronicle is a cooperative game for reading and solving crime, which really stands out for its integration of technology. The app is needed to manage the game and can create a fully connected
world with which you can communicate as detectives. Although this style of deduction games is not typically for us, the chronicles of crime were light enough and yet immersive enough to captivate us. Kickstarter backers could get the first two extensions as part of their promise, but now they are both available to all players. Noir was the first we haven't played yet and Welcome to Redview is the latest addition. Welcome to Redview
looks like something out of Stranger Things or maybe Scooby Doo, and you, a bunch of schoolchildren, are amateur detectives trying to figure out what's turning your town upside down. Gameplay Welcome to Redview offers the same game as chronicles of crime with a few new twists. In general, you'll use your device to scan QR codes in places to visit them, people who will talk to them, and then other people or items to ask them
about that person/object. Do it the right way and you'll be able to get new story insights and potentially unlock new character cards or places to visit. Every once in a while, you get to the crime scene that you're able to investigate. When you do, you'll be able to use the device as VR glasses (or simply 360 image images if you don't have VR glasses) to explore the crime scene and discover new evidence for your case. Welcome to
Redview plays you as a gang of young detectives trying to solve the mysteries of their sleepy American city. At the beginning of the game, each player chooses one of the children who will take over the role, along with 3 statistics and a lot of energy sticks. During the game you can be asked or be able to choose a skill checker. These come in simple/medium/severe difficulty (+1/+0/-1 in the blade). When you perform a skills check,
each player throws one D6, adds their respective statistics, and then if the rolled 5+ gains success if the rolled 7 + you get 2 achievements. The team needs a lot of success that equates to the number of players. In case you need further success, you can use the energy rod to roll again. Do not be too spared, because these renew at the end of each day. Other differences are largely based on the story and the inclusion of a new set of
character cards and special items and a campaign of 4 interconnected stories. You don't have to worry about spoilers, we'll leave the discovery of the story to you. Amy's Final Thoughts Welcome to Redview begins as a group of friends shuffle are mysteries that are beginning to seem slightly above normal. Certainly There are monsters, but are they real? or is it just people in suits? I'm not going to tell you that! As you would expect
from the original game Welcome to Redview's highly narrative game, almost all games is card scanning and then reading text, now mixed with 3D scenes and some cube rolling. The aim of this game is to uncover stories, find out mysteries and get home before 10pm, because you don't want your parents to be afraid! Welcome to Redview is doing a great job of pulling off a mysterious gang feeling. While your characters never have
unique personalities, their statistics and character art portray them as a typical group of teenagers unsuitable. Unlike the police force in the original game, you don't have any experts you can call to analyze samples or run criminal background checks, which helps the game feel a little cleaner. It's just you and your joke who are going it alone. Even if I don't want to spoil the story, four games in the campaign continue to tell. However,
this usually occurs with repetitive characters and some references to previous cases. There's no reason why you can't jump into Case 3 if your friends have already done one and two. It is both useful and a little disappointing, as I was hoping that previous cases might have had some further indications for the future. Of course, it's possible they did it, and I just didn't find them. Difficulty wise, I found Welcome to Redview a little easier
than the base game of the campaign, with us to get a higher scoring, and significantly get two perfect scores out of 4. But that didn't make the game less enjoyable, I still love the Chronicles of Crime, and adding this additional content only increased my enjoyment of the game. Fi's Final Thoughts Welcome to Redview is a great standalone expansion box. We avoided playing chronicles of crime with friends because of fears that we
would waste them halfway into the basic game. But you don't have to worry about this expansion. You need the base game to play, but most of the material, including characters and special items decks, is new, so you'll be creating all the new opinions about the characters. The extension also starts easily and gets more complicated, so it would be ideal to play with the group on several game nights. Only the fourth game recommends
that you played previous scenarios, but the characters stayed the same all the time and so nice thread through four independent stories for me. The biggest novelty in Welcome to Redview is the rolling of the keels. You're a bunch of kids, relying on your wit and the energy of candy to help you solve crimes. There is no forensic lab or scientists as a backup, but instead you can take bold steps such as slipping past the figure or charming
your way into the situation. They are nice and themed, although cubes of happiness will play a small role. The only thing you usually lose with bad rolls is time, but. decisions at each of these checkpoints leads to different information. The different layers and branching paths in the game are on a different level and feel powerfully impressive for me. While welcome to Redview gave me the same rewarding feelings to develop the story,
some stories were a little too cumbersome for me - maybe I feel less linear or with more threads to the story than previous scripts. Unfortunately, it drove me away from enjoying this expansion so much, because the story really isn't my thing. Linearity in the base game was useful for my pleasure, although perhaps less demanding and interesting for others. The third scenario ended before we felt we knew what was going on, and
specifically stated that there were a lot of lost ends, and in the fourth I completely couldn't identify the good guys from the bad guys, get the whole thing back because I lost the thread of the conspiracy. I think they were both marked as difficult, but since Amy got full grades in quizzes, I have to conclude that they just didn't work for me. I think for the theme and choose your own adventurous style aspects, Welcome to Redview will
appeal to the great fans of the Crime Chronicle. But if it was the simplicity and satisfaction you enjoyed in simpler scenarios, then you might find yourself in a frustrated situation with later games of this extension. You may like it... The game really leads you to a natural point of understanding the whole plot. Choosing your own adventurous feeling adds a bit of fun and probably some impressive layers in the background story. If the base
game was too basic for you, then it seems that welcome to Redview adds some more complex intertwined stories. Maybe you don't like it... While the characters go from script to script, the overarching story is a little incoherent. In particular, one scenario ended in bad taste that we didn't actually solve it when we got the full grades. The verdict of 7/10 Welcome to Redview adds another aspect of the Chronicles of Crime, which includes
some to choose our own adventurous taste, but does not change the game in particular, which was a bit disappointing for us. The story in this expansion is well connected and it is interesting to stick to the same characters during four scenarios. While later scenarios are labelled difficult, they were a little more frustrating especially for Fiona and maybe you really need to be in the story to enjoy them to the fullest. Crime chronicles:
Welcome to Redview was a review copy kindly provided to us by Lucky Duck Games Avis donné en connaissance de cause après avoir bouclé TOUS les scénarios existants : ceux de la boîte de base, les scénarios supplémentaires payants, ceux de la première extension Noir et donc pour finir ceux de la présente extension, ce qui fait un total de 18. Jusque là impressionné par la qualité globale du jeu, depuis l'écriture jusqu'à la mise
en scène en passant par la richesse et la diversité des with the exception of one or at least two less good ones; overwhelmed by the tension and immersion they brought, and while I was looking forward to the final apotheosis with Welcome to Redview, I have to say that I fell from above, from a very high. In fact, with Redview, don't expect to return to the level of previous scenarios. The four scenarios of this expansion are intertwined
and immerse you in a fantasy/sci-fi universe that is not the most attractive, if not unminged. Sometimes you feel like you're in an episode of Scooby doo ... but in a bad episode. It's as immature and hollow as it can be. Adding character cards and a system of ducks that allow you to get accurate actions is completely irrelevant and I played without them. The crime chronicles were already excellent and did not need this type of entry,
where, on the other hand, new actions in Black proved useful and excellent in terms of the game. It wouldn't be a big deal if the scenarios were compelling... The defeat on the torch of this desolate assessment is the end result... grotesque, revealing the absurd common thread around the four scenarios of this extension. So I strongly recommend edcy's acquisition, even if you're a fan of the Crime Chronicle. 5 people found this review
helpful
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